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Abstract: 

Cantilever rectangular plates were investigated for studying the effect of 

support rigidity on their vibration modes. In this study, finite element analysis, 

FEA, results, considering perfectly rigid support, were compared with the results of 

the experimental modal analyses, EMA.  

Cantilever plates of 2.50, 3.30 and 6.00 mm thicknesses were excited using 

impact hammer. For the 2.5-mm stainless-steel cantilever plate, excitation took 

place at one point and the response is measured at many points (SIMO), while for 

the 3.30 and 6.00-mm mild-steel cantilever plates, excitation took place at multiple 

points and response is measured at only one point Multiple inputs Single Output 

(MISO). 

Accelerance frequency response functions, FRFs, were obtained and modal 

analysis is performed, to calculate natural frequencies and mode shapes. For thicker 

plates at higher modes, the results showed similar trends for mode shapes with 

discernible support motion. For the natural frequencies, the results indicated that as 

the plate becomes thicker, the highest percentage error becomes larger. These 

findings advocate the notion that the elasticity of the support has pronounced effect 

on the behavior of the attached plate. 

Keywords: Modal analysis, frequency response, finite element, resonance, rigidity. 
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1. Introduction. 

The plate vibration has been the subject of interest for scientists and researchers 

for more than a century and comprehensive studies were presented. Leissa ]1[ 

calculated the natural frequencies and mode shapes of plates with different shapes 

and boundary conditions. He referred to some experimental work for comparison 

with theoretical analysis, for the case of cantilever rectangular plate, the results 

were compared to theoretical calculations and the error percent varied from small 

error to some high values of 8.9%. 

Ismail Shariff et al [2] implemented modal testing on refurbished turbine blades 

for quality control, in the preparation for the modal testing and verification of the 

test procedure of turbine blades, they carried out testing on free-free and fixed-free 

beams. The results of those experiments correlated well with those obtained from 

theory in the case of free-free beam while in the fixed–free case, significant error 

was found between theoretical and experimental values. This error was justified as 

the result of the uncertainty in the fixation condition at the boundary. 

Gang Wang, et al [3] carried out experimental and analytical validations of a 

Galerkin assumed mode analysis of sandwich plates. They performed modal testing 

on clamped at all plate edges with aluminum faces and viscoelastic material core. 

The stand used for clamping the sandwich plate was calibrated by testing uniform 

aluminum plates of varying thicknesses, while the error percentage of the 

fundamental natural frequency of the plate with 1.6 mm thickness was 3.75%, it 

was increased to 16.6% when testing plate of 2.4 mm thickness they concluded that 

the stand is adequate for plates of 1.6 mm or less. 

This paper investigates the effect of plate thickness on the resultant natural 

frequencies and mode shapes, by performing experimental modal analysis using 

impact hammer as an exciter and accelerometer for measurement. The position of 

the accelerometer on the test plate is judged based on the mode plan results. The 

mode plan software is provided with ICATS software package. 
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During modal testing, Pulse 12.5 software package is used for extracting raw 

data which in turn post processed, using ICATS software package, and the results 

were compared with those of finite element analysis, obtained using Fine package. 

2. Experimental setup and test procedure. 

A stand is made of a thick base plate (405 × 405 × 25𝑚𝑚) and an Ι beam 

(ISJB 200), vertically welded on the top of the base plate. On the top of the beam, 

as shown in Fig. (1a), a small plate (160 × 48 × 9 𝑚𝑚)is welded and threaded to 

accept 5 × M10 screws. Test plate is mounted on the stand by bolting it with an 

intermediate plate, as depicted in Fig (1b), to distribute the tightening force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Three plates that have same dimensions of 231 × 160 𝑚𝑚, with different 

thicknesses, are mounted, in turn, on the experimental stand and modal testing is 

carried out on each one of them. The three different plates with different 

thicknesses, namely, 6mm, 3.3mm and 2.5mm are subjected to experimental modal 

analysis. The 2.5 mm thick plate, shown in Fig. (1b), is made of stainless steel 304 

and the other two plates, shown in Fig. (2), are made of mild steel. The material 

constants used in the calculations are, 𝐸 = 210𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜌 = 8750 Kg/m3,for mild 

steel, and𝐸 = 193 GPa, 𝜌 = 8030 Kg/m3, for stainless steel.  

Figure 1: experimental stand, (a) plate support, (b) test plate mounted on the support  
(a) (b
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3. Discussion of results. 

Each measurement provides a single frequency response function (SFRF), for 

which five averages are taken to ensure the stationarity of the measured waveform 

and to reduce the effect of nonlinearities. For the fact that multiple frequency 

response function (MFRF), as a result of a curve fitting of all SFRF measurements, 

provides better accuracy, it is used in modal testing analysis in the present work. 

The measured natural frequencies of the first five modes are determined using 

the peak-picking method. The Fines finite element package is used to numerically 

calculate these frequencies in order to judge the effect support rigidity on the 

behavior of the plate during vibration. 

3.1. Stainless-Steel plate Results 

The clearance SFRF measurements at the first point and at the driving point are 

depicted in Figs. (3,4). However, the MFRF curve fitting of the sixteen SFRF 

measurements, is illustrated in Fig. (5). 

 

Figure 2: Test plates, (a) 3.3 mm thick plate, (b) 6 mm thick plate 

(a) (b) 
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2.5 mm  stainless steel plate

Figure 3: SFRF Accelerance measurement at first point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (1) presents the natural frequencies of the first five modes, determined 

by EMA, using peak-picking method, and FEA.   As can be seen, the results are 

comparable except for the fifth mode where the error percentage grows to up to5%. 

This is due to the fact that as “the bandwidth is increased; the errors are likely to be 

higher and more bending and in-plane modes would need to be included to predict 

higher frequencies” ]3[. 

 

2.5 mm stainless steel 

Figure 5: MFRF curve fitting of sixteen measurements of SFRF 
accelerance for S.S. cantilevered plate. 

2.5 mm stainless steel 
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2.5 mm  stainless steel plate

Figure 4: SFRF Accelerance measurement at drive point. 
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The mode shapes of the first three modes are presented in Table (2). It is 

clearly seen that the trend is similar for lower modes while unpronounced 

discrepancy for higher modes. This can be attributed to the fact that the support 

rigidity effect is significant. However, from experiment results, one can see slight 

support motion in mode two and mode three. 

3.2. Mild-Steel Plates Results 

As mentioned earlier, two mild-steel cantilever plates with 3.3 and 6mm 

thickness were used. For 3.3 mm plate, twenty-five points are scribed on the 

plate for measurements, while for 6mm plate; forty-one points were scribed. The 

Accelerance SFRF measurements at the driving points, for the two plates, are 

depicted in Figs. (6a, 6b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1:Comparison between measured calculated natural 

frequencies (Hz), for 2.5 mm S.S plate 

Mode EMA FEA Error % 

1 37.15 38.26 -2.99 

2 126.41 125.47 0.749 

3 231.44 240.88 -4.081 

4 424.24 426.23 -0.47 

5 579.56 548.82 5.31 

Table 2: Mode Shapes of 2.5-mm Cantilever Stainless-steel plate 

  Mode-1 Mode-2 Mode-3 

FEA EMA FEA EMA FEA EMA 
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3.3 mm  steel plate

Figure 6: SFRF Accelerance measurement at driving points for 3.3 and 6mm plates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Again, MFRF curve fitting of the respective SFRF measurements, are depicted in 

Fig. (7). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (7) Multi FRF for steel plates 

In Table (3), the natural frequencies of the first five modes, for both 3.3 and 

6-mm cantilever plates, are presented. It is clear that the error is substantial for 

both plates, and the largest error is recorded for the 6-mmcantilever plates. This 

can be attributed to the effect of the inclusion of higher modes and to the effect 

of support motion.  

 

(a) 

(b) 

3.3 mm mild steel plate 

6 mm mild steel plate 
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For the 3.3-mm and 6-mm mild-steel cantilever plates, the mode shapes of 

the first three modes are depicted in Tables (4,5) respectively. The EMA modes 

show clearly the support motion, specifically for the 6-mm cantilever plate. This 

indicates that, for same support dimensions, increasing plate size will lead to 

support motion.  

In other words, as the rigidity ratio, of the plate relative to the support, 

increases, the support affect increases.  

 

 

 

Table 3: Comparison between measured calculated 

natural frequencies (Hz), for mild-steel plates 

Mode 3.3 mm plate 6 mm plate 

EMA FEA Error 

% % 

EMA FEA Error

% % 
1 048.6 053.2 8.65 080.3 096.

01 

16.4 
2 162.9 174.2 6.49 295.2

8 

 

309.

24 

4.54 
3 302.9 332.8 8.98 468.7

8 

 

599.

10 

21.77 
4 554.7 591.3 6.19 967.7

2 

 

1048

.04 

7.7 
5 759.0 772.5 1.75 - - - 

Table 5: Mode Shapes of 6-mm Cantilever Mild-steel plate   

 

 

 

Mode-1 Mode-2 Mode-3 

FEA EMA FEA EMA FEA EMA 

            

Table 4: Mode Shapes of 3.3-mm Cantilever Mild-steel plate 

Mode-1 Mode-2 Mode-3 

FEA EMA FEA EMA FEA EMA 
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4. Conclusion 

The results of the finite element analysis, considering rigid support, and 

experimental modal analysis indicate that there must be a threshold, in the 

dimensions of the support and the attached plate, at which the treatment of the 

support as perfectly rigid, will give erroneous results. This entails analytical 

study considering both the support and the plate as elastic members.  
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Abstract. 

The objective of this paper is to obtain an optimal cross section parameters of a cantilever 

I beam subjected to static load considering weight minimization. Finite element method 

in conjunction with optimization algorithm is used to analyse the effect cross sectional 

geometrical parameters such as (top and bottom flange width, height of the beam) and 

state variables such as (total equivalent stress) on the beam weight. Commercial finite 

element software (ANSYS) is used to simulate the cantilever I beam subjected to a static 

load at its end, then perform a series of optimization iteration in order to obtain the 

optimal design parameters for a selected objective function (beam mass). In this study, 

the objective function is the minimum beam weight. The beam is made of A36 steel. The 

goal of the simulation and optimization process is to optimize the cross section 

parameters to withstand the exerted load yet with minimum material keeping the total 

equivalent stress just below the maximum yield stress. The optimal geometrical 

parameters of the cross sectional I beam made of A36 steel are obtained after several 

optimization iterations. The approach used in this study could be extended to optimize 

more complicated geometry and material. 

  

Keywords: Finite element method, Optimization, Cantilever beam. 

1.  Introduction. 

Finite element methods and optimization techniques for weight and shape optimization 

are still of considerable interest. The goal of the optimization is to find the ideal structure 
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with minimum weight and maximum strength. Recently various initiatives have been 

pushed in order to identify and reduce costs and weight associated with material  

 

utilization in manufacturing new automotive and aerospace products. Using computer 

aided design and FEM in conjunction with optimization algorithms helps manufacturers 

to come up with many competitive advantages such as minimizing the material used, 

lower cost, and smaller size[1,2]. 

The finite element method provides a prediction of the results for any structural 

component, but still relies on an experienced designer to interpret the results of the 

analysis and modify the geometry based on prior knowledge and experience. Current 

research efforts have sought to use computational resources to enhance and optimize part 

geometry based on a starting design, and improvement of the design is based on the 

related design variables, dependent variables and objective function[3]. 

 

Several researchers used computational resources to enhance and optimize geometries 

based on a starting design. An improvement of the design is based on the design variables 

(geometrical parameters), state variables (Constrain)and objective function (the objective 

function is a state variable to be minimized)[4,5]. 

2.  Finite Element Model. 

A three-dimensional finite element model is built for a cantilever beam as shown in  

Figure 1to find out the stress distribution and the elastic deflection with ANSYS 

Workbench finite element modelling software. The cantilever beam is supported at one 

end and subjected to a static load (170 N) at the free end. 
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Figure 1Boundary condition and initial geometry constraints of the beam. 

The length of the beam is 200 mm and the beam cross section is represented with initial 

dimensions (I beam thickness t = 1mm, top and bottom flange width, and beam height) as 

shown in  

Figure 1.   

3. Finite Element Verification. 

In order to make sure that the model has been built correctly, the finite element results 

should be compared to the analytical results. 

3.1. Analytical Solution. 

The stress and deflection in cantilever beam shown in  

Figure 1can be calculated using the following equations[6]. 

 

Stress at the supported end (must be constant cross section) σ = 
𝐹ℓ

𝑍
……………… (1) 

σ= 
170×200

821.33/7
=  𝟐𝟖𝟗. 𝟕𝟕 𝐌𝐏𝐚 

Deflection at the free end𝛿 =
𝐹ℓ

3𝐸𝐼

3
………………………………………… (2) 

𝛿= 
170×2003

3×200000×821.33
= 2.759 mm 

 

Where  
E= Modulus of elasticity (N/mm

2
) = 200000 N/mm

2
 

I=Moment of inertia (mm
4
) = 821.33 mm

4 

F=Load (N) = 170 N 

σ=Stress (N/mm
2
) 

Beam Initial Dimensions and constraints  

Width 8 mm 

Height14 mm 

Thickness 
1 mm 

/// 

/// 

/
  

/
  

/
  

/
  

= = 

= = 
II  
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δ=Deflection (mm) 

ℓ=Length of the beam as indicated (mm) = 200 mm 

Z= Section modulus of the cross section of the beam = I/y (mm
3
) = 821.33/7 mm

3 

y = Distance from neutral axis to edge (mm) = 7 mm 

3.2. Finite Element Solution. 

ANSYS workbench static structural tool box is used to build the model and apply the 

boundary condition and then view the results and compare it to the analytical results. 

Figure 2 shows the finite element result of Von Mises equivalent stress distribution in the 

beam. The maximum value of Von Mises stress is at the support end and is equal to 

291.12MPa, which acceded the yield strength of the material (250MPa). 

 

 

Figure 2Equivalent stress distribution for the initial set. 

 

Figure 3shows the finite element result of the beam deflection. The maximum value is at 

the free end and its value is equal to 2.7941 mm. 

Table 1 shows the results of percentage errors for both the maximum equivalent stress 

and the deflection using the analytical and finite element analysis, those are-0.5%and -

1.3% simultaneously, so the software can be used confidently and the results can be 

trusted. 
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Figure 3 Beam Deflection for the initial set. 

 

Table 1 Comparison of FEA and analytical results of the initial geometry. 

 

 

 

 

4.Optimization Process. 

The goal of the optimization process is to find the best solution for the given problem in 

the design space defined to the optimization algorithm. Optimization model has three 

main components: design variable (geometrical parameters), constraints (state variables) 

and the objective function. Specifying the lower and the upper limits of the design 

variables and identify the design space by specifying the constraints (allowable stress 

value that shouldn’t be exceeded). After the design space is defined the optimization 

algorithm will search in design space for the minimum objective function in this case 

minimum beam weight. The optimization method used in this analysis is called MOGA 

(Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm)method. The MOGA method is a variant of the 

popular NSGA-II (Non-dominated Sorted Genetic Algorithm-II) based on controlled 

 

Analytical Result FEA Results % Error  

Max Equivalent 

stress 289.77 291.12 -0.5 % 

Maximum Deflection 2.759 2.7941 -1.3 % 
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elitism concepts. It supports multiple objectives and constraints and aims at finding the 

global optimum. It is limited to continuous input parameters. 

1. Design variables: 

The design variables are some geometrical parameters that the designers want to change 

to fulfill the optimization goal, which in this case, is the weight minimization. The 

geometrical parameters that need to be changed are (the bottom flange width, the top 

flange width and the height of the beam), they are shown in  

Table 2. The optimization algorithm will search for the minimum objective function 

(minimum weight) within the design space specified by the upper and the lower limits of 

the design variables and constraints. 

 

Table 2: Initial set and the lower and upper limit of design variables. 

 Initial set Lower limit Upper limit 

 

Top flange width 8 mm 8 mm 14 mm 

Height of the beam 14 mm 14 mm 20 mm 

 

 

In the optimization procedure, ANSYS optimization toolbox performs a series of analysis 

evaluation-modification cycles. That is, an analysis of the initial design is performed, the 

results are evaluated against specified design parameters, and the design is modified as 

necessary. The process is repeated until all specified criteria are met [7]. 

2. Constraints. 

In order to utilize the material to it extent, the maximum Von Mises stress must be kept 

just at the maximum allowable stress. Therefore, it is very important to specify the 

allowable stress as a constraint for optimization algorithm to avoid critical situation and 
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be safe. The yield stress of A36 Steel is 250 MPa and the allowable stress is equal to 

250
1.5⁄ = 166.67 MPa. 

3. Objective function. 

The main goal of the design engineer is lowering the production cost, and one of these 

cost is the material used in the production, so one of the objectives is minimization of the 

material. The goal of the simulation is to find out the shape of the beam that leads to a 

minimum weight. The mass calculated by ANSYS Modeler is defined as the objective 

function to the optimization toolbox. The optimization toolbox keeps changing the beam 

cross section parameters until the minimum weight is obtained. 

5. Results and Discussion. 

The finite element analysis and optimization results of some design sets are presented in 

Figure 4 and    Figure 5. Figure 4 shows the optimization iterations (design sets) versus 

maximum equivalent stress as primary axis and beam mass as secondary axis. Design sets 

with equivalent stress higher than 160 MPa are called infeasible design sets (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 

8, 9, 10), and they are out of the design space. The rest are within the design space and 

called feasible design sets. Among this, only one is the optimum design set (5) 

which has the minimum mass value of 60g and maximum equivalent stress value of 

153MPa. 
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Figure 4 Maximum equivalent stress and beam mass versus optimization iteration number 

 

   Figure 5 shows the optimization iterations (design sets) versus beam deflection as 

primary axis and beam width and height as secondary axis. The optimum design sets has 

maximum deflection value of 1.03 mm, and the optimum beam cross section width and 

height are 10.3 and 19.7 mm simultaneously. 

   Figure 5 Beam deflection, width and height versus optimization iteration number 
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The sensitivities of the constraints (equivalent stress) and the objective function (beam 

mass) to the design variables are shown in Figure 6. When the sensitivity has a negative 

sign, it means that the design variable is inversely proportional to the constraint or the 

objective function, and vice versa. 

 

 

Figure 6 Sensitivities of the objective function and the constraints to design variables 

Conclusions. 

In this work, the cantilever beam was subjected to a static load at one end and supported 

at the other end, was simulated using finite element software (ANSYS Workbench 14.5) 

to investigate the behaviour and to predict the stress distribution induced by the subjected 

load. In addition, the stress was defined in the optimization algorithm using ANSYS 

optimization toolbox to exclude design sets that have higher stress values during 

optimization. The beam geometry was optimized using ANSYS optimization toolbox. 

The optimization process was conducted in a selected design space, which is defined by 

intervals of some geometrical variables and state variable in order to find out feasible 

design sets and select the best set based on minimization of the objective function (beam 

weight). 

The finite element model was built parametrically using ANSYS workbench by defining 

the targeted dimensions as parameters. The optimization toolbox controls the static 

Beam Width 

Beam height  

Equivalent Stress 

 

Beam mass 

 

Beam deformation 

 

0.90 

0.54 

-0.72 
-0.78 

-0.56 

-0.89 
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structural analysis solver toolbox to search for the optimal beam by changing the design 

variables (geometrical parameters) keeping the state variable within the specified limits. 

The optimal beam dimensions ware achieved (design set 5). Performing this task 

wouldn't be easy without combining the finite element analysis and the optimization 

techniques. This approach can be used for more complicated geometries and material to 

produce sound products with less material and lower costs. 
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Abstract. 

An overview on welding twin problem and their mitigating techniques are provided in 

this briefing. Origin of residual stress and distortion are identified, their effects on 

structure integrity in service and appearance are presented. Progress in computer aided 

modeling, numerical analysis using different software package are indicated. Attempts 

and analysis using simulation to investigate welding residual stress and distortion by 

many authors to approximate the phenomena are mentioned. Passive and novel methods 

developed by specialist to mitigate residual stress and distortion were discussed. This 

paper gives review and own work concerning (In-process control) methods involves 

temperature modification either by static or dynamic source in addition to dynamic 

mechanical rolling. Static or dynamic heating processes beside welding are suitable to 

eliminate distortion in thin walled structure (≥ 4mm) while trailing spot cooling is more 

effectively in thickness (≤ 4mm). Dynamic mechanical rolling behind welding gives 

Superior change in residual stress magnitude and compressed stress may obtained behind 

rolling. Thermal tensioning effects welded material using dynamic heating or cooling 

sources provided incompatible strain controlling in welded zone results in low stress-no 

distortion. Dynamic process gives more flexibility in practical applications than static 

method namely for non-linear and non-regular. 

 

Key words:  residual stress, distortion, finite element method, mitigation techniques 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

Welding, among all mechanical joining processes, has been employed at an increasing 

rate for its advantages in design flexibility, cost savings, reduced overall weight and 

enhanced structural performance, etc. In fusion welding process, the material is locally 

transient heated by the welding heat source. During thermal cycle non-uniform 

temperature distribution in and near fusion zone were occurred, hence incompatible 

strains lead to thermal stresses. Incompatible strains induced by dimensional changes 

associated with solidification of the weld metal, metallurgical transformations, and 

plastic deformation, are the sources of residual stresses and distortion.  

Welding stresses and deformations have negative influence on the welded structure[1-6].  

Residual stresses are undesirable since they can contribute in causing fatigue failure 

when subjected to dynamic load or severe service environment. Welding deformation 

decrease buckling strength and injures the good appearance of structures. In addition, it 

causes defaults during the assembly and results in repeating the process and productivity 

restriction. Correction of unacceptable distortion is costly and in some cases, impossible. 

In some industries applications such as: aerospace engineering, nuclear power plants, 

pressure vessels, boilers industries, marine sector etc, accurate welding design to prevent 

twin problem are necessary. 

This trend makes control of weld residual stresses and distortion is priority task in 

welding fabrication during manufacturing. Measurement of transient thermo-mechanical 

history during welding process is of critical importance, but proves to be prohibitively 

expensive and time consuming. It often fails to provide a complete picture of temperature 

and stress/strain, deformation distribution in the weldment. On the other hand, detailed 

experimental measurements of the residual elastic strain distributions in welded parts are 

typically not feasible due to significant resource (man, machine and material) 

consumption. Mathematical modeling for residual stress evaluation provides a resource 

effective method in comparison to the experimental methods when all interaction fields 

were correctly described in the modeling process. However, development of the 

modeling scheme gain demands a careful experimental data. This review paper focus on 
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the twin problem control methods and predicted behavior of their transient phenomena 

developed during novel mitigation techniques used in welding thin structure. 

 

2 .Evolvements in Welding Analysis. 
 

A number of studies have been performed on the calculation of residual stress and 

deformation, but few are useful in the design process. Most of these calculation methods 

are limited for special purposes [7], or too complicated to be used in design and 

production [8]. Some empirical formulas for general distortion modes in welded steel 

structures were developed [9]. 

Most of the formula are based on measurements of deformation and strains and cannot 

take in to account what really happens in the (HAZ) when the welding is cooling down. 

Attempt were made to investigate changes in the deformation due varying pertinent 

parameters [1], which cover many practical aspects of process, but based mainly on 

experimental data. It is difficult to analyze the process, which is highly non-linear and 

involves plastic deformations and high temperatures varying in both time and space. 

Therefore, analytical and/or numerical solutions of thermo-elastic-plastic problem are 

key factor for the further innovation of various welding fields' technology. Recently, 

numerical simulation has been increasingly used as a tool to assist welding process 

analysis and optimization, and in particular applied to the prediction of welding induced 

residual stress and distortion [10-15].The prediction of welding residual stress has been 

the subject of many investigators. Finite element analysis (FEA) has been used by many 

authors to perform welding simulations and to predict residual stresses in different types 

of joints and materials. Prediction is very difficult because of the complex variations in 

temperature, thermal contraction and expansion in addition to the variation of material 

properties with time and space. Furthermore, modeling of the weld process must account 

for the specialized effects of the moving weld arc, material deposit, and metallurgical 

and phase transformation. Many authors have utilized the commercial finite element 

codes ABAQUS and ANSYS enhanced with user subroutines, to model weld simulations 

[16-25], and some used ADINAT code[26], while other authors [27-29], have utilized 
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SYSWELD to perform weld simulations. Lindgren pointed that the accuracy of 

computed results depends on the chosen model and the used associated data, simply 

represented in Figure.1 [30].  

 

 

 
Fig.1.Modeling aspects for welding simulation that affects accuracy [30]. 

  

3. Thin Structures Metal Fabrication. 
 

In recent years the new vision of high-tech industrial strategy looking for minimizing the 

cost and increasing the strength to weight ratio of critical structure such as aerospace, 
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marine, nuclear etc. Thin walled element fabricated by welding process can promote 

such 

utilization. In the last three decades the research in welding science became more vital 

than other manufacturing disciplined sciences in many industrial sectors. Some parts 

produced by casting or machining can be fabricated by minimum material and cost using 

welding techniques. The development in welding technology is vastly increased, and the 

need for sheet metal fabrication by welding is necessary for many applications, Such 

aircraft fuel tank, aircraft exhaust and ship Hull stiffeners etc. Typical examples of some 

components used in industries are shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
(a)                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 2. Typical thin welded component used,a- aerospace, b-high speed ferries[31]. 
 

 

Recently, advanced aluminum and titanium alloys in addition to high strength low alloy 

steel became very attractive materials in sheet metal fabrication in high tech- industries 

due to their strength to weight ratio. However, when the thickness decreased the sheet 

material is not stiff enough to resist the contraction forces induced by welding and 

became sensitive to distortion. This phenomenon will lead to growing demand for 

effective solutions for residual stress and strain control during welding. An example of 

welding deformations in thin sheet structures can be found in the shipbuilding industry, 

where welding causes a typical wave-like appearance on the hull of a ship (see Fig.3). 

Such problem results through various stages of production have emerged as a major 

obstacle to the cost effective fabrication of lightweight structures.  
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Fig.3. Ship hull defect due to distortion [34] 

 
Same situation may occurs in aerospace and aircraft assembly where the high strength to 

weight ratio are necessary and thin elements are used, in addition to the requirement of 

smooth surface to maximize hydrodynamic performance and minimize radar signature 

[32]. A conservative estimation for the labor costs accumulating for post-welding 

distortion correction is approximately 30 % [33,34]. 

 

4. Controlling Welding Residual Stress and Distortion. 
 

During the past few decades, many methods have been proposed to minimize the welding 

induced distortion in large structures. Those methods can be classified into (pre-process, 

in-process and post-process methods). The pre-process approaches attempt to balance 

the residual stress by optimizing the welding conditions, welding procedure and pre-

deformation). These approaches can only reduce the welding induced distortion to 

certain extents. The in-process method aims to minimize the residual stress during the 

welding process, this perform by using temperature modification in certain position 

around welding zone. Temperature modification made by cooling or heating source and 

it may a static or dynamic, the method is expensive and need carefully controlled. Other 

mechanical in process classified as mechanical rolling which use pressure rolling behind 

welding torch. The in post weld method, distortion may be removed after welding by 

mechanical or thermal straightening method but this method is expensive, time consume, 

and they require specially skilled workers. This work exhibit knowledge on the in-
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process control method, the process has been investigated in series of papers by the 

Edison welding institute (EWI)[10, 12,13,15].Those papers discussed the thermal 

tensioning technique in both static and dynamic heating during welding processes. 

Heating may done by flame or laser spot, the technique was found to be an active method 

in welded ship structures. Deo and Michaleris[35,13], has presented an experimental 

demonstration and verification of the transient thermal tensioning technique for 

eliminating buckling distortion in welded structures as depicted in Fig. 4. 

 

 
   (a)                                                                 (b) 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental result of welded stiffener;a)buckled   b) buckling eliminated using side 

heating [35]. 

 

At the end of last century progress in welding stress control were developed by applying 

mechanical rolling or pulse hammering behind welding. Yang et. al. found that by using 

trailing rolling hot cracking can be prevented in welding high strength aluminum 

alloy[36], also buckling and residual deformations can be removed properly after rolling 

the weld zone as well as rolling near weld zones[37-39]. Those prevention and 

elimination refer to the reverse of tension stress to compressive as depends on the applied 

pressure as presented in Fig. 5.  

Another mitigation technique for controlling welding-induced stresses and distortion 

using trailing heat sink has been developed by Beijing Aeronautical Manufacturing 

Technology Institute. Quan[40,41] extensively investigate by experiment and numerical 

analysis the effects of this technique on plastic strain reduction and distortion elimination 

and expressed on the technique by LSND (Low Stress-No Distortion). Fig. 6a,b. show 

the distortion elimination in welded aluminum alloy after applying trailing heat sink 

technique while Fig. 6c indicate the reduction in residual stress [42]. 
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    (a)                              (b) 

.[37] final residual stress -during process, b -a: ollingrdeveloped using mechanical  Stress.5Fig.  

 

 

 (c)  

Fig. 6. Welding distortion and residual stress in welded aluminum alloy: a,b-distortion 

elimination , c- residual stress reduction [37].  

Deep investigations for transient residual stress and strain using numerical analysis (in 

3-D model analysis) were done by Soul [43-46]. The numerical analysis show how the 

behavior of transient stress changes with the time. Fig. 7 indicates the reduction of 

longitudinal residual stress obtained after applying trailing heat sink. Beside the 

reduction of plastic strain, it was found that heat transfer enhancement by trailing heat 

sink technique work as source for balancing residual stresses above and under the neutral 

axis (see Fig. 8).  

The above result may coupled with the material passed  two thermal cycles (heating-

cooling-heating-cooling) which may work as recovery and release the plastic strain. 

Recently Indian researchers, Shirish et. Al. [47] numerical study of welding with trailing 

heat sink considered phase transformation effects. They found that the tensile residual 

stresses in the FZ and HAZ decrease when effects of phase transformations are 

considered and the calculated results are closer to the experimental values, moreover, the 
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compressive residual stress in the transverse direction decreased after applying trailing 

heat sink. As depicted in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively. 

 

 

        (a)                      (b) 

Fig. 7.  Transient longitudinal residual stress in Ti-6Al-4V alloy:  a- conventional welding; b- 

with moving cooling spot 

 
                                    (a)                                                                              (b) 

Fig. 8. Final longitudinal residual stress through thickness: (a) in conventional welding; (b) 

with trailing heat sink. 
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Fig. 9.  Longitudinal residual stress                     Fig. 10 Transverse residual stress 

 
 

5.  Conclusion. 

 
Residual stress is produced in the area along the weld in all principal directions, and 

when it exceeds the resistance of material stiffness the distortion occurs. The accuracy 

of computational analysis results based on model and the chosen associated data. The 

above exhibited mitigation techniques provided control of incompatible strain in welded 

zone and low stress-no distortion results. Dynamic mitigation process is more flexible in 

practical applications as the welding profile became non-linear. Moving cooling spot is 

more active in thin sheet. When the simulation includes phase transformation process 

the results show their effects on tensile stress in FZ and HAZ magnitude. The change of 

stress sign make the mechanical rolling is effectively technique for prevent tension stress 

and welding cracking prevention, but it limited only for some applications. Effects of 

used mitigation techniques on the material microstructures is not fully investigated and 

understood. The techniques need skill and carful in tolerances and support. 
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Abstract: 

Turbine blades are the most sensitive elements in turbine engines, according to their small size, 

accuracy of their production and exposure to high pressures and temperatures. This paper studies 

the processes of manufacturing turbine blades by two methods, investment casting (lost-wax 

process) and machining processes (turning and milling machines) comparing them in terms of 

product quality and the proper time for production to reach the best manufacturing practical 

method. These blades were produced by using two types of stainless steel "304" and "410"and 

compare the mechanical properties after casting process, also compare the mechanical properties 

of stainless steel "410" before and after heat treatment.  

After the above comparisons, it was found that the process of producing the turbine blades by 

investment casting method is better than the process of production by machines, and using 

stainless steel "410" gives better results than using stainless steel "304". 

Key words: Investment casting, Machining processes, Stainless steel "410", Stainless steel 

"304", and Heat treatment. 
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 الملخص

وتعرضها المستمر  التربينية, وذلك لصغر حجمها ودقة انتاجهاتعتبر ريش التربينات من أكثر االجزاء حساسية في المحركات 

للضغوط ودرجات الحرارة العالية. لذلك تم التركيز في هذا البحث على دراسة امكانية تصنيع ريش التربينات بطريقتين, االولى 

مقارنة بينهما من حيث جودة المنتج )الخراطة والفريزة( وال اآلالتالسباكة الدقيقة )الشمع المفقود( والثانية التصنيع بواسطة 

نوعين من خام الفوالذ المقاوم  باستخدام طريقة تصنيع من الناحية العملية. حيث تم انتاج هذه الربشوسرعة االنتاج للوصول الى أفضل 

وكذلك اجراء مقارنة الخواص الميكانيكية للفوالذ  سباكةواجراء مقارنة الخواص الميكانيكية بينهما بعد عملية ال "410"و  "304"للصدأ 

قبل وبعد المعالجة الحرارية. وبعد اجراء المقارنات سالفة الذكر تبين ان عملية انتاج ريش التربينات بطريقة السباكة "410"المقاوم للصدأ 

يعطي نتائج أفضل من استخدام الفوالذ "410"أ كما إن استخدام الفوالذ المقاوم للصد ,اآلالت بواسطةالدقيقة أفضل من عملية انتاجها 

 . "304"المقاوم للصدأ 

1. Introduction: 

Investment Castings also called precision casting is a kind of industrial application. This type of 

process is based on the fundamentals of an old metal-forming technique called lost-wax casting, 

the old manufacturing process of old wax has been around for over (5,000) years. Using lost wax 

process can even benefit creation of intricate shapes and it can perform such tasks with great 

accuracy and precision[1]. 

To make the investment casting a pattern is created from wax or any other material that can be 

easily melted. A mould is created out of this pattern, which is also known as master plan and then 

wax patterns are produced. The process involves pouring wax into a mold and ensuring it is 

evenly coats the inner side of the mold[2]. A variety of wax patterns can be created and used as a 

cast simultaneously or different patterns may be formed and then re-arranged to make one 

complex pattern.Once the wax pattern is created, the ceramic mould needs to be made, which is 

prepared from refractory materials such as zircon, alumina, silica and aluminum silicates. The 

investment-casting cluster is soaked in a mixture of refractory material and thereby giving it a 

smooth finish. The investment casting has to be completely dried which may take up to 

approximately (48) hours and then the wax is melted out in a furnace[3]. 
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Investment casting is used in the aerospace and power generation industries to produce turbine 

blades with complex shapes or cooling systems. Blades produced by investment casting can 

include single-crystal, directionally solidified, or conventional equiaxed blades. Investment 

casting is also widely used by firearms manufacturers to fabricate firearm receivers, triggers, 

hammers, and other precision parts at low cost. Other industries that use standard investment-cast 

parts include military, medical, commercial and automotive[4]. 

Computers and CNC machine tools continue to develop rapidly. By the late 1980s small machine 

shops had desktop computers and CNC machine tools. Soon after, designers began obtaining 

CNC mills and lathes. Manufacturers have started producing CNCs machines small enough to sit 

on a desktop which can cut at high resolution materials softer than stainless steel.[5]. 

The most advanced CNC milling-machines multiaxis machine, add two more axes in addition to 

the three normal axes (XYZ). Horizontal milling machines also have a C or Q axis, allowing the 

horizontally mounted workpiece to be rotated, essentially allowing asymmetric and eccentric 

turning. The fifth axis (B axis) controls the tilt of the tool itself. When all of these axes are used in 

conjunction with each other, extremely complicated geometries, but the skill to program such 

geometries is beyond that of most operators. Therefore, 5-axis milling machines are practically 

always programmed with CAM[6]. 

2. The object of study: 

The aim of this research to make a comparison between investment casting and manufacturing 

process to achieve the best method for production all types of turbine blades in terms of quality, 

duration time for implementation and type of high alloy steel. 

3. Experimental work: 

There are several forms and types of turbine blades, in this study chosen one of them as shown in 

fig. (1) (All dimension in mm). 
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Figure 1: Engineering drawing of the turbine blade. 

Turbine blades can be manufactured by two methods: 

1- Using investment casting (lost-wax process) 

2- Using industrial processes (turning and milling machines) 

1.1 Using investment casting (lost-wax process). 

Using investment casting can manufacture turbine blades and other parts of the machines that are 

difficult to manufacture by other ways because of the complexities in design or the type of metal 

used. Investment casting can be given excellent surface finish, high dimensional accuracy 

extremely intricate parts are castable, and almost any metal can be cast. 

The following steps describe the process, which can take five to seven days to complete: 

1.2 Produce wax moulds. 

This is done in amould of aluminum taking into consideration the shrinkage for both wax and 

stainless steel, thewax is injected from the feed slot at a temperature (57-59°C), as shown in fig. 

(2), then the mold cooled in water, and the sample from the mold ejected carefully to prevent any 

deformation or change in the dimensions of the sample. 
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Figure 2: Wax injection mould. 

1.3 Assemble wax moulds. 

After cleaning product and remove appendages, feeding channels were weld ata suitable thickness 

and length for the processes of casting and cutting, noting the development of these channels in 

places thicker to ensure the molten access for all places and also tapped riser, fig.(3) shows some 

types of patterns that have been assembled 

1.4Ceramic shell mould. 

At this stage, the wax tree is dipped in a stuccoing of ceramic, this process is repeated in a series 

of steps (7 steps of coating, stuccoing, and hardening) until a desired thickness is achieved of 

ceramic mould. Coating involves dipping a pattern cluster into a slurry of fine refractory material, 

where the temperature (20°C) and humidity (45 %), Fig.(4) show ceramic shell mould  
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                               Figure 3: Assemble of wax moulds.Figure 4: Ceramic mould. 

1.5 Dewaxing. 

After ceramic moulds have fully covered, they turned upside-down and placed in the furnace at a 

temperature (150 °C) to melt out the wax. Since the wax used have a thermal expansion 

coefficient that is much greater than the ceramic mould surrounding, the wax is heated as rapidly 

as possible so that outer wax surfaces can melt and drain quickly to minimize stresses on the 

ceramic mould. 

1.6  Sintering. 

At this stage, the ceramic mould was heated to (900 °C) to remove any moisture and residual wax, 

as in fig. (5). this heating is also used to preheat the mould before pouring. Preheating allows to 

keep the metal to stay longer time in a liquid state, so that it can better fill all mould cavities, also 

increasing dimensional accuracy. 

1.6 Pouring. 

The ceramic mould is then placed open-side up into a tub filled with sand, then the molten was 

pouring in ceramic mould and left to cool in the air as in fig. (6). to dispose of air bubbles argon 

gas injected for two minutes. Using the vibration machine to cracking the ceramic moulds and 
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cutting castings from the tree, cleaned and remove the feeding channels. After the blades were 

cleaned and passed quality control, assembled on the turbine disc. 

Note:the turbine blades which produced by this method were from stainless steel "304" and "410" 

in two separate processes. 

 

 

 

    Figure 5: Preheating furnace.Figure 6: Pouring process. 

 

2. Using industrial processes (turning and milling machines). 

In industrial processes the turbine blades are manufactured using PARAPAS machine (copy 

machine), it is CNC machine (complete numerical control),the manufacturing steps as follows: 

2.1 Processing one piece for copying. 

One piece of turbine blades manufactured on CNC milling and turning machines from aluminium 

metal (as model piece), then fixed in special holder on PARAPAS machineas shown in fig. (7), at 

same timepreparedmetals from stainless steel"304" and "410" as raw materialin dimensions 

(20×40× 60 mm) to produce original pieces. 

 

2.2 Sample processing on PARAPAS (copy) machine. 
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This machine is used to copy from aluminium sample to original pieces of stainless steel material, 

it produces four pieces at same time, as in fig. (8) 

 

 

                                   Figure 7: Holder of blade.Figure 8: PARAPAS machine. 

 

After finished the circler side of blades, and passing quality control inspection, used other fixture 

to manufacture the bottom side of blades. 

Finally, after the blades were cleaned and passed quality control, assembled on the turbine disc 

2.3 Mechanical test 

From table (1), note that the tensile strength value ranges between two readings for all 

dimeters,because the test is done for more than one sample, for example tensile strength for d2 

(from 17mm to 40mm) samples were selected with dimeter 17, 20, 23, 30, 35 and 40and tested, 

the results as shown in the table 
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Figure 9: Tensile test specimen. 

Figure 9 shows the dimensionsof the sample test. The diameter (d) shows the variable values of the 

diameter as in table 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Mechanical tests of stainless steel "410". 

Round size 

(mm) 

d1≤ 16mm d2 = from 17mm 

to 40mm 

d3 = from 41mm 

to 100mm 

d4 = from 101mm 

to 160mm 

Tensile 

strength (MPa) 

1200 - 1400 1100 - 1300 1000 - 1200 900 - 1100 

Yield strength 

(MPa) 

  1000  900 800 700 

Elongation %  9 10 11 12 

Reduction of 

area % 

40 45 50 55 

Hardness 

(HRB) 

50 - 58 

 

2.4 Heat treatment of stainless steel "410". 

Heat treatment was carried out by using vacuum furnace (DEGUSSA), after placing the samples 

inside the furnace, the furnace was operated for heating the samples up to 1010 ° C, and at this 

temperature adoption was made for 38 minutes (soaking time in furnace depends on thickness of 

sample) .Then fast cooling for the samples inside the furnace by Nitrogen gas. 
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Figure10: DEGUSSA (vacuum furnace). 

4 .Results and Discussion. 

Table (2) shows the comparison of chemical, physical and mechanical properties between 

stainless steel "304" and "410" as raw material[7,8]. 

Table 2: Chemical composition, physical and mechanical properties of stainless steel "304" &"410" 

Material type and properties   Stainless steel "304" Stainless steel "410" 

 

 

Chemical 

Composition 

C 0.08 max 0.15 max 

Mn 2.0 max 1.0 max 

P 0.045 max 0.04 max 

S 0.030 max 0.030 max 

Si 1.0 max 1.0 max 

Cr 18 – 20 12 – 14 

Ni 8 – 10 - 

 

 

Mechanical 

properties 

Tensile Strength (MPa) 577 483 

Yield Strength (MPa) 288 310 

Elongation %  45 25 

Hardness (HRB) 80 180 

Heat Treatment  Un heat-treatable Heat-treatable 

Density (g/cm
3
) 8.0 7.8 

Melting point ºc 1458 1500 
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Table 3: Mechanical properties of the samples after casting. 

Material type samples Tensile Strength (MPa) Yield Strength (MPa) Hardness (HRB) 

Stainless 

steel "304" 

1 510 222 70 

2 530 212 72 

3 495 230 68 

4 532 244 75 

5 545 214 77 

Average 522.4 224.4 72.4 

Stainless 

steel "410" 

1 550 435 190 

2 540 430 205 

3 575 445 198 

4 588 440 200 

5 595 450 194 

Average 569.6 440 197.4 

 

Table (3) shows the mechanical properties of (5) samples taken from the furnace during the 

melting process for stainless steel "304" & "410", notes;when comparing these results with the 

mechanical properties of the metals before the melting process (as shown in table 2) there is 

change in these properties, this refers to unavailability the material which to be added during the 

melting process to maintain original properties of the material.Also figures 11, 12 and 13 shows 

comparing of tensile strength, yield strength and hardnessrespectivelyof (5) samples of stainless 

steel "304" & "410" 
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Figure 11: Comparing Tensile Strength of (5) samples of stainless steel "304" & "410" 

 

Figure 12: Comparing Yield Strength of (5) samples of stainless steel "304" & "410" 
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Figure 13: Comparing Hardness of (5) samples of stainless steel "304" & "410" 

 

 

Table4: The mechanical properties of stainless steel “410” before and after heat treatment 

Stainless steel "410"  

Mechanical properties After heat treatment Before heat treatment 

900 540 – 595 Tensile Strength (MPa) 

600 545 – 590 Yield Strength (MPa) 

10 20– 25 Elongation %  

300 – 360 198 – 205 Hardness (HRB) 

 

Table (4), before heat treatment, notes each test has more than one value due to the quantity of 

samples tested. For example, Tensile Strength values are between (540&595), will note this 

clearlyif go back to table (3)which show that these readings are for (5) samples, and similarly for 

other tests. As for the hardness after heat treatment, it was measured on different points on the 

sample surface for this reason the readings were between (300&360) .Also the tableshows 

improvement in the mechanical properties after heat treatment, except Yield Strengthis not 
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affected by heat treatment. For this reason, the blades which used to assemble on the disk are not 

heat treated .However, their continuous exposure to high pressures and temperatures during 

operation further improves their mechanical properties. After completion producing of turbine 

blades by investment casting and manufacturing process methods, 4 dicks were assembled, 2 of 

stainless steel "410" and 2 of stainless steel "304" then tested for 60 sec. As shown in fig. (14) and 

fig. (15).  

 

 
 

Figure 14: Blades from stainless steel "304".Figure 15: Blades from stainless steel "410". 
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Table: 5 describes the comparison between the two ways of production (investment casting and 

manufacturing process) 

 

Table 4: Comparison between investment casting and manufacturing process 

No  Investment casting Manufacturing process 

1 Needs a high-tech technicians only 

toproducedie mould. 

Needs a High-tech technicians continuously 

to produce each blade. 

2 Produce a large quantity in less time, less cost. 

(Time to produce 40pieces is 30 hours includes 

the production of the mould) 

Need long time, increase cost. 

(Time to produce 40pieces is 140 hours) 

3 No losses in raw material (can be re-melting). Losses in raw material. 

4 No needs for cutting tools.  Needs cutting tools. 

5 Gives good surface finish.  surface finishdepends on the number of 

working hours of cutting tools 

 

 

5 .Conclusion: 

These two turbines, were damaged after 60 sec. of working. The colure blades from stainless steel 

"304" were changed compared with Blades from stainless steel "410", this can be related to the 

thrust force applied on this turbine which was been low and this refers to a small amount of yield 

strength of the "304" stainless steel which used in manufacturing of this turbine, where the other 

one manufactured from "410"stainless steel. 

The results of comparison between two methods of production (i.e. investment casting and 

manufacturing process), can say with no hesitation that the using investment casting to produce 

turbine blades is much better from using manufacturing process.  
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Abstract.  

Heat transfer enhancement devices are widely used in various industrial, transportation, or 

domestic applications such as thermal power plants, heating and air conditioning systems, 

electronic equipment and space vehicles. In all these applications, improvements in the 

efficiency of heat exchangers can lead to substantial cost, space and materials savings. The 

research work summarized in this paper presents an experimental investigation on the effect of 

fin space on the fin performance using rectangular plate type fins. The steady-state natural 

Specifications for fins and heat exchanger convection heat transfer from vertical rectangular 

fins extending perpendicularly from horizontal square base was investigated experimentally at 

high range of temperatures from 50 to 150o C. The effects of fin space parameter, height to 

space ratio, fin number and base-to-ambient temperature difference on the heat transfer 

performance of fin arrays were observed and the environmental condition were determined. 

Different fin spaces were tested under natural convection heat transfer conditions. The 

dimensionless parameter  Biot  No. on the locally variable environmental condition is examined 

for different fin spaces and height to space ratio, notably fin heat transfer performance 

evaluation. Experimental results show that the effect of height to space ratio on fin performance 

is significant. The maximum increase in convection heat transfer performance of fin obtained 

by decreasing the fin space and increasing the height to space ratio. The increase in heat 

transfer coefficient value is also manifested by a corresponding decrease in the fin base 

temperature. 

 

Keyword:  rectangular fin, height to space ratio, natural convection, heat transfer performance 
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1.Introduction.  

 

Heat transfer is a science that studies the energy transfer between two bodies due to 

temperature difference. Heat is defined as energy transferred by virtue of temperature 

difference. It flows from regions of higher temperature to regions of lower temperature. It is 

customary to refer to different types of heat transfer mechanisms as modes, people have always 

understood that something flows from hot objects to cold ones. It is call that flow heat. In the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, scientists imagined that all bodies contained an 

invisible fluid which they called caloric. Caloric was assigned a variety of properties, some of 

which proved to be inconsistent with nature. Heat transfer equipment such as heat exchangers, 

boilers, condensers, radiators, heaters, furnaces, refrigerators, and solar collectors are designed 

primarily on the basis of heat transfer analysis. The needs for buoyancy driven ventilation 

appear in a variety of engineering applications, ranging from cooling of electronic components 

and solar energy applications to cooling of nuclear reactor fuel elements. For an efficient 

application of natural convection to cooling processes, it is necessary to understand the 

mechanisms involved. In the natural convection cooling of electronic and thermoelectric 

devices, as well as in improving the heat transfer in radiators for air conditioning and in other 

heat exchangers, finned surfaces are extensively used.[1] 

 

2. Experimental work. 

 

The experimental apparatus is comprised of a square cross-section aluminum plate with vertical 

rectangular fin made of the same base material and a secondary heating system. The former is 

used to control the air temperature, base temperatures' and heat flow rate at different 

environmental condition. Figure 1 shows the test apparatus, which is divided into the lower 

part, where the base fins are made of Aluminum fins each one has a size of 50mm height and 

250mm width, the thermal conductivity is 233w/m.k for all fins and used plates. The vertical 

part contains the tests gauges and controlling. In the lower part the air firstly is being heated 

through a 900 mm a U-shape heater supplied by 220V and 4.1 A. It's Specifications unified and 
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produces 900 watts with square base. The array of rectangular fins will be heated by conduction 

from the base.  

 The air temperature is measured by grid of J-type thermocouples J-type and another one used 

to measure the fin surface temperatures, with a maximum uncertainty of +0.2°C. 

  

 
schematic diagram of the experimental setup : The.1Fig 

The experimental data obtained from five different fin spacing, ( 22, 27, 30, 35 and 38 mm) 

with a constant fin height is 50mm for all types of configuration are presented in this work. 

These results are utilized to reveal the effects of geometric parameters, fin spacing, fin height-

space ratio (H\S), and the effects of base-to-ambient temperature difference on the performance 

of the steady-state heat transfer rates from finned surfaces. The experimental data is presented 

in figures to examine the effect of each parameter separately at two different environmental 

conditions. 

To approach the real calculations of fin heat transfer performance need to estimate the heat 

transfer coefficient, thermal resistance, efficiency, Biot no. and effectiveness. This work was 

examined in the morning between 8 to 12 (AM). The calculation in this work will be observed 

for five fine used spaces. 

The heat transfer coefficient (h, w\m2 .K) can be estimated from the Following equation [1,2] 

                                         h =    …………………………………… (1) 

 

Where:   

• Q   is heat transfer rate from the fin surface at Ts. 

• Ts is the surface temperature.  

• At is the total fin surface area. 
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• T∞ is the ambient temperatures. 

 

 The Biot number is defined as [3,1].   

                                 Bi =  hLc    ………………………..………..……….. (2)  

                                           kb 

Where 

• h = film coefficient or heat transfer coefficient or convective heat transfer coefficient 

• kb = Thermal conductivity of the body. 

• LC = characteristic length, which is commonly defined as the   volume of the body 

divided by the surface area of the body, such 

 

                              Lc = Vbody      …………………………      .…………. (3) 

                                      Asurface      

Fin performance can be described in three different ways. The first is fin effectiveness. It is the 

ratio of the fin heat transfer rate to the heat transfer rate of the object if it had no fin. The 

following formula according to [1,2]. 

                               Єf =     qf        ……………………..…….….……...... (4) 

                                        hAc,bθb 

Where 

• Acb Is the fin cross-sectional area at the base. 

•  θb = (Tb-T∞) 

Fin performance can also be characterized by fin efficiency. This is the ratio of the fin heat 

transfer rate to the heat transfer rate of the fin if the entire fin were at the base temperature. 

The fin efficiency is defined as 

                                  ηf =     qf        ……………………….……….….…...... (5) 

                                            hAf θb 

 

• Af  In this equation is equal to the surface area of the fin. 

The third way fin performance can be described is with overall surface efficiency. 

                                                                                                                                                

                       ηo =     qt       ……………………………...………….…........ (6) 

                                  hAtθbt 

   

Where At is the total area and qt is the sum of the heat transfer rates of all the fins. This is the 

efficiency for an array of fins. This relation enables us to determine the heat transfer from a fin 

when its efficiency is known. For the cases of constant cross section of very long fins or 

rectangular fin shape and fins with insulated tips the fin efficiency can be expressed as: 
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                                      εf =  ……………………..……………...……… (7) 

                                       ηf =  ……………..……….…………..........…... (8) 

But the overall efficiency can be calculated from the following formula. 

                                   ηo = 1- {  ( 1- ηf ) }…………………………..……….. (9) 

So to examine the effect of fin spaces (1 refer to space fin 22mm, 2 refer to space fin 27mm, 3 

refer to space fin 30mm, 4 refer to space fin 35mm and 5 refer to space fin 38mm) to the fin 

performance, it should be calculate the those parameters (h, Bi, ηf,) at the range of temperatures 

from 50 to 150°C ( 323k to 423k step by 20k) at morning environment condition by using the 

above equations. 

 

3. Results and Discussions.  

The examined fin space effect were depicted in figure 2 at morning time, the curves 

demonstrate the behaviors of fin spaced which show decrease in the heat transfer rate with 

increasing the fin space. The heat transfer rates measured from five fin spaced are close to each 

other at high temperature whereas at low temperature, the heat transfer rates tend to diverge 

with the variation in fin space. The Biot number is examined for different fin spaces in Varity 

of range of base temperatures from 50 to 150oC, the results of this are illustrated in figure 3. It 

is clear from the figure that Biot no is very small and less than 1 for all used spaces. This is 

meaning a uniform distribution of surface fin for rectangular shape. Also, it's found there is an 

inverse relation between the base temperatures and Biot no. for all space used. There is a closed 

result of Biot no. at high temperature up than 150oC for all used bases. The second way for 

measure the performance is to calculate the efficiency for different space of fin at the range of 

temperatures, the result of this relation is shown in figure 4. It is obvious from figure 4, the fin 

efficiency increased with the increasing the base temperatures and the fins space.  
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Figure 2: Heat transfer coefficient with base temperature for different fin space  

 

Figure 3: Biot no. at different base temperatures for many fin space  

 

 
Figure 4: Efficiency of fin with base temperatures at different space  
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Fin Heat Transfer Rate. In the study of heat transfer, a fin is a surface that extends from an 

object to increase the rate of heat transfer to or from the environment by increasing convection. 

The amount of conduction, convection, or radiation of an object determines the amount of heat 

transfers. Increasing the temperature difference between the object and the environment, will 

increasing the convection heat transfer coefficient, or increasing the surface area of the object 

increases the heat transfer.  

Sometimes it is not economical or it is not feasible to change the first two options. Adding a fin 

to an object, however, increases the surface area and can sometimes be an economical solution 

to heat transfer problems. The best equation to calculate the heat transfer rate [4,5]. 

 

                                 Qfin = M * tanh (mL)   ………..…………  (12) 

Where:            

• M=  (Tb-T∞) 

• mL = *L 

 

It is very clear from the figure 5 that by increase in fin space, the heat transfer were 

increased. This is because increasing the difference between the surface fin temperature 

with base temperatures and increasing the heat transfer coefficient 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Fin heat transfer rate for five fin spaces at the base temperature range  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_conduction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_environment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer_coefficient
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_area
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economical
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Height to Space Ratio.  The mean point in our work is study the effect of (H\S) ratio to the 

fin performance at very important range base temperatures from 50 to 150oC. This range of 

temperatures has a huge application in the mechanical industries especially the internal 

combustion engine. 

To examine the above ratio, it should be estimate many parameters such as heat transfer 

coefficient, effectiveness, efficiency, thermal resistance, Biot number and heat transfer of fin 

surface. 

The height of rectangular fin used is constant 50mm, but at different fin spaces 22, 27, 30, 35, 

38 mm. This lead to different height to space ratio (H\S) as follow 2.27, 1.85, 1.67, 1.43 and 

1.32 respectively with constant aluminum square base plate area (250mm * 250 mm).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: (H\S) ratio verse the heat transfer coefficients  

 

There is a linear relationship between the average heat transfer coefficients (hf avg.) For all base 

temperatures range used with (H\S) ratio. Figure 6 reveals that when the (H\S) ratios increase, 

the heat transfer coefficient decrease due to low distance between the arrays of fins. 

Biot number is examined at the same five heights to space ratios at morning condition as shown 

in figure 7. 
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Figure 7:  Biot no. with different (H\S) ratio at day condition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The (H\S) ratio effect to the average heat transfer rate 

 

It is appear from  the experimental results that’s, the average heat transfer decrease with 

increasing the (H\S) ratio due to decreasing the fin space as illustrated in figure 8,for the base 

temperature range from 50 to 150°C. 
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Figure 9: the overall fin efficiency with (H\S) ratio  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: the fin effectiveness with (H\S) ratio  

 

It is clear from the figures(9,10,11) there are a linear relation between the average overall 

thermal resistance, overall fin efficiency and fin effectiveness with the height to space ratio 

(H\S) due to the decreasing the fin spaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   Figure 11: the overall thermal resistance with (H\S) ratio  
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4. Conclusions. 

 

The experiments were carried out for different fin space settings under different environmental 

conditions by natural convection heat transfer. The experiments were performed for five (H\S) 

height- space ratios, namely (1.32, 1.43, 1.67, 1.85 and 2.27) to the thermal fin performance  

and the following conclusion  can deduced from this work:- 

 

1) Normally heat transfer coefficient depends up on the space ,time , flow conditions and fluid 

properties. If there are changes in environmental conditions, there is changes in heat transfer 

coefficient and efficiency also. 

2) From experimental result it is observed that the heat transfer coefficient h is smaller in case 

of spacing 38mm (the range 20 W/m2. K to 92 W/m2 .K) whereas h in case 22 mm (range of 37 

W/m2.K to 190W/m2K). The percentage increased of (h) is 50% between the two fin spaces.  

3) From experimental result it is observed that maximum value of  Biot no. is 0.042 for 22mm 

spacing  at day condition  (AM)   

4) The experimental measurements showed that no appearance of the optimum fin spacing rose 

from 22mm to 38mm as a result of the increase in fin temperatures during both condition (day 

and night)... 

5) The range of Biot no. for all height-space ratio (H\S) is from 0.004 to 0.043, this mean a 

good distribution in the surface of rectangular fin.  

6) The average heat transfer coefficient for the base temperature has a range from (40 to 87 

w\m2. K) For different (H\S) ratio. 

7) As the height-space (H\S) ratio increase the overall thermal resistance, overall fin efficiency 

and fin effectiveness increase also. 
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